
Towards the information 
entropy of DNA microarrays

Microarray Analysis

center and darker at the edges. Intensity gradients due to shading can be a significant

source of error for quantitative analysis of hybridization signals.

Shading correction (using the SimplePCI setting Ratio shade correction) is there-

fore performed by dividing the specimen image (microarray) through a fluorescence

reference image, which is acquired by imaging a uniformly fluorescent surface. As

described by Model et al. [Mod01] spatially uniform fluorescence is obtained from a

thin layer of fluorescent dye (e.g. 20 µl hybridization solution with 100 nM of Cy3

labeled targets) sandwiched between a microscopy slide and a cover glass.

5.2 Quantitative Analysis of Microarray Hybridiza-

tion Signals

Fluorescence micrographs of the hybridization signal are saved as 16-bit grayscale

TIFF images. Shading correction has been performed during image acquisition.

Figure 5.5: Raw hybridization signals as imaged with the Hamamatsu EM-CCD camera

(original resolution of the image 1000!1000 pixel - size reduced to 500!500). For the image

acquisition the 16mer-microarray remained in the hybridization solution (1 nM Cy3-endlabeld

RNA oligonucleotide target). The hybridization temperature was 30!C. The di!erent inten-

sities of the feature blocks indicate significant di!erences in probe-target a"nities.
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The Microarray Synthesizer

Figure 3.2: (a) Photograph of the maskless microscope projection photolithography system

(top view). Along the optical path (dotted white line): UHP lamp housing, UV cold mirrors,

shutter, band pass filters (green and UV), DMD and driver electronics, tube lens, microscope

(Zeiss Axiovert 135) and the reaction cell, which is mounted onto the sample holder.

(b) Drawing of the lithography system: Ultra High Pressure lamp (UHP) powered by video

projector (VP2), plano-concave silica lens (L1), plano-convex lens (L2), UV cold mirror F1,

light trap (LT), plano-convex lens (L3), UV cold mirror (F2), shutter (S), bandpass filters for

UV (F3) and green (F4) illumination, plano-convex lens (L4), fold mirrors (M1 and M2), DMD

and driver electronics of the Astrobeam projector (VP1), tube lens (L5), infinity corrected

microscope (ICM), mirror/beamsplitter-assembly (M3), 5! (0.25 NA) Fluar microscope ob-

jective (FO), substrate to be patterned (PS).
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polyamidoamine (PAMAM) 
dendrimers

polyethylene glycol brushes 
(PEG on epoxysilane - GPTS)

monohydroxsilane ....

worked better than:

adapted from 
Le Berre et al.

Nucleic Acids Research, 2003, 
Vol. 31, No. 16 e88



Resolution about 3 micrometer 
Reusable Array:  5€/experiment
Reproducibility better than 20 % (uncorrected)



Point defect study

Microarray Analysis

center and darker at the edges. Intensity gradients due to shading can be a significant

source of error for quantitative analysis of hybridization signals.

Shading correction (using the SimplePCI setting Ratio shade correction) is there-

fore performed by dividing the specimen image (microarray) through a fluorescence

reference image, which is acquired by imaging a uniformly fluorescent surface. As

described by Model et al. [Mod01] spatially uniform fluorescence is obtained from a

thin layer of fluorescent dye (e.g. 20 µl hybridization solution with 100 nM of Cy3

labeled targets) sandwiched between a microscopy slide and a cover glass.

5.2 Quantitative Analysis of Microarray Hybridiza-

tion Signals

Fluorescence micrographs of the hybridization signal are saved as 16-bit grayscale

TIFF images. Shading correction has been performed during image acquisition.

Figure 5.5: Raw hybridization signals as imaged with the Hamamatsu EM-CCD camera

(original resolution of the image 1000!1000 pixel - size reduced to 500!500). For the image

acquisition the 16mer-microarray remained in the hybridization solution (1 nM Cy3-endlabeld

RNA oligonucleotide target). The hybridization temperature was 30!C. The di!erent inten-

sities of the feature blocks indicate significant di!erences in probe-target a"nities.
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Comprehensive sets of point mutated probes were derived from an as-

sortment of (16 to 25mer) probe sequence/target motifs by systematic

variation of defect type and defect position.

We use relatively short (<40 nt) end-labeled DNA oligonucleotide

targets without secondary structure. Competitive effects as expected

for complex target mixtures are prevented by the use of a single target

sequence. The extensive set of hybridization affinities obtained from

this type of experiment enables differentiation between DPI and de-

fect type related influences on the hybridization signal.

Experimental data is compared to theoretical results obtained from

a thermodynamic model of oligonucleotide duplex hybridization on

the DNA chip surface. In this model we consider the oligonucleotide

duplex as a double-ended molecular zipper [25]. Duplex binding

constants, determined with a partition function approach, display a

significant influence of defect position and match the DPI observed

in the experiments.

To reproduce the surface hybridization signal the heterogeneity of

binding affinities owing to synthesis-related probe defects, needs to

be taken into account.

Results and Discussion

Experiments on the Impact of Point Defects on Probe-

Target Binding Affinity.In each hybridization experiment a

microarray-bound probe set comprising all point mutations derived

from a common probe sequence motif is hybridized with a single tar-

get sequence (complementary to the probe sequence motif).
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Fig. 1. Position dependent impact of various single base defects on the hy-

bridization affinity for the probe sequence motif 3’-TTGACTTTCGTTTCTG-5’

(hybridized with the complementary target sequence BEI). The ”defect profile”

demonstrates the position-dependent impact of single base mismatches, inser-

tions and deletions on hybridization affinity. Symbols: MM probes with substituent

bases A (red crosses), C (green circles), G (blue stars), T (cyan triangles); mov-

ing average of all MM intensities (black line); single base insertion probes (solid

lines) with insertion bases A (red), C (green), G (blue), T (cyan). Hybridization

signals of single base deletions (orange dashed line) are comparable to that of

MMs at the same position. PM probe signal replicates (gray symbols), represent

a means of quality control, indicating possible gradients on the microarray. De-

viations of MM hybridization signals from the mean profile are largely MM-type

specific. Increased hybridization signals of certain insertion probes (where the

bulged surplus base is located next to identical bases - Group II bulges [26] ) are

due to positional degeneracy of the bulge defects .

For each sequence motif, defect type and defect position have

been varied systematically to provide a complete ”defect profile” of

hybridization affinities as shown in figure 1. Probe sets contain be-

tween 130 and 200 sequences, including all single base mismatches

(MMs), insertions and deletions (resulting in bulged duplexes), lo-

cated at all possible defect positions from the 5’-end to the 3’-end of

the probe sequence motif.
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Fig. 2. Position dependent impact of various single base insertion

defects on the hybridization affinity for the probe sequence motif 3’-

GTTTGAATCTCACGTCGTCTCCCC-5’ (hybridized with the complementary tar-

get sequence URA). Symbols: Insertion of A (red crosses), C (green circles), G

(blue stars), T (cyan triangles); moving average of all insertion types (black line);

Increased hybridization signals of Group II bulges is shown in Supporting Figure

???, published as supporting information on the PNAS web site.

Defect-type related influence on the hybridization signal [27] is

superposed by a strong DPI. Defects in the middle of the probes are

most destabilizing. In the center of a 16mer duplex a single nucleotide

MM typically reduces the hybridization signal to 0-40 % of the cor-

responding PM duplex hybridization signal. Defect type and nearest

neighbor effects actually have less influence on the hybridization sig-

nal than defect position.

In previous studies [9, 10] DPI has been treated statistically (as an

average characteristics of many different sequences), whereas here

we focus in detail on the impact of defects in individual sequence

motifs. To investigate the DPI for a particular probe sequence motif

(without defect type related influences) we run amoving average filter

(averaging over 5 positions and all defect types) on the defect profile.

Thereby we observe that DPI is not only a simple function of the dis-

tance between the defect and the duplex-ends, but is also related to

the nucleotide sequence (Figure 5).Our results also show that DPI is

very similar for single base MM and single base bulges (see Figure

1).

Double-ended Zipper Model.This finding suggests a common

mechanism for DPI, that is independent of the defect type. The sym-

metry of DPI (with respect to the duplex ends) and sequence-specific

deviations from the symmetry indicate a zipping related mechanism.

Internal denaturation, due to the large bubble initiation barrier (owing

to stacking interactions towards both sides of a nucleotide) and due to

the relatively short length of the duplexes, is expected to be negligible

[28].

A double-ended zipper model [28, 25, 29] is therefore appropriate

(Figure 3). It describes a distribution of partially denatured duplex

states.

Partition Function Approach (PFA) to Investigate Oligonu-

cleotideDuplex Thermodynamics.Wehave implemented a par-

tition function approach to investigate if the simple double-ended zip-

per model can reproduce our experimental results.

2 www.pnas.org — — Footline Author



No positional influence !



Position Dependence
& Molecular Zipping
Equilibrium:  Double ended zipper partition function

Point Defects - Theoretical Description

7.1 The Double-Ended Zipper Model

The analysis of the defect profiles in chapter 6.10.1 revealed that defect positional

influence (DPI) does not just depend on the distance between the defect and the

duplex-ends, but also on the nucleotide sequence (Figure 7.11). Our results also

show that DPI is basically identical for single base mismatches and bulge defects (see

Figure 6.17).

This finding suggests a common mechanism for DPI, that is independent of the defect

type. The symmetry of DPI (with respect to the duplex ends) and sequence-specific

deviations from the symmetry indicate a zipping-related mechanism.

zipper fork

Figure 7.1: Oligonucleotide zipper. The prevailing mode of oligonucleotide duplex open-

ing/closure is via the zipper fork. The base pair at the zipper fork is stabilized by stacking

interactions towards one side only, whereas in the interior of the duplex base pairs are sta-

bilized by stacking interactions with the two neighboring base pairs. Formation of internal

denaturation bubbles is further hindered by the rigidity of the double-helical duplex structure.

At the zipper fork the initially far separated bases are brought close together, thus strongly

increasing the probability for base pair formation. Therefore the sequential zipping of the

base pairs propagates mainly via the two zipper forks.

Rather than to hybridize/denaturate in an all-or-none reaction (as assumed in the

simplified two-state model) the oligonucleotide duplex can only sequentially form base

pairs/dissociate in a zipper-like fashion.

For our model of oligonucleotide duplex stability we assume that unzipping of the

duplex is initiated at the ends only (see Fig. 7.1). Internal denaturation, due to the

large bubble initiation barrier (owing to stacking interactions towards both sides of

a nucleotide) and due to the relatively short length of the duplexes (throughout this

study lD !25 base pairs), is expected to be negligible [Gib59].

Presuming pure end-domain opening the probability for complete unzipping (result-

ing in strand dissociation) decreases exponentially with duplex length. Long duplexes

can therefore only dissociate via the formation of internal denaturation bubbles. At

su!ciently high temperature (when "H " T"S) bubbles can easily form in the in-

terior of the duplex. With increasing duplex length denaturation by internal bubble

formation is eventually dominating over end-domain opening. The melting transi-
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Point Defects - Theoretical Description
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Figure 7.5: Double-ended zipper model of the oligonucleotide duplex. (A) Sequential unzip-

ping is initiated at the duplex ends only (! end-domain opening). Duplexes can only stepwise,

in a zipper-like fashion (nucleotide by nucleotide), partially denature or hybridize.The energy

level of the partially denatured microstate Sk,l (with respect to the completely hybridized

ground state) is determined by summation over the NN free energies of the unzipped NN-

pairs (from 1 to k and from l to N). (B) Single base MMs (non-Watson-Crick base pairing)

a!ect the stabilities of two adjacent NN-pairs. (C) Base insertions and deletions result in

bulged duplexes with an unpaired base. The surplus base (depicted in a looped out confor-

mation), similar as a MM defect, results in significant duplex destabilization.
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Figure 7.6: In thermodynamic equilibrium the partially denatured duplex states Sk,l (in-

dices k and l describe the zipper configuration - see Fig. 7.5) are populated according to

a Boltzmann distribution. The lowest free energy level, that of the completely hybridized

duplex S0,N is used as reference and set to "G0,N=0 kcal/mol. The contribution of the

duplex initiation parameter "G!

37 init = 1.96 kcal/mol is relatively small and independent of

the duplex sequence and is therefore neglected in all following considerations. The duplex

dissociation free energy "GD is equally distributed on the separated probe P and target T

strands.
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Partition Function Approach of the Double-Ended Zipper Model

7.3 Partition Function Approach of the Double-

Ended Zipper Model

The statistical mechanics of the double-ended zipper model (Fig. 7.5) was first dis-

cussed by Gibbs and DiMarzio [Gib59]. Kittel [Kit69] demonstrated that with the

double-ended zipper a phase transition (duplex melting) can be described if the de-

generacy of states due to rotational freedom of the links between the nucleotides is

considered.

In the given context the partition function approach describes the distribution of par-

tially denatured duplex microstates in thermodynamic equilibrium. The microstates

are populated according to the Boltzmann-distribution, which determines the statis-

tical weights of individual microstates (Fig. 7.6). The canonical partition function is

calculated as the sum of the statistical weights of all microstates of the double-ended

zipper. Its value is a measure for the number of thermally populated microstates at

a given temperature. The probability Pi that the system (here: the duplex) occupies

microstate i (here: a partially unzipped duplex state) is 1
Z e!Ei/kT . Therefore, the

value of the partition function can also be considered a normalizing constant.

Based on the partition function various thermodynamic parameters (e.g. thermo-

dynamic potentials, heat capacities etc.) of the system can be derived. We have

implemented a partition function approach to investigate if the double-ended zipper

model can reproduce our experimental results on MM duplex binding a!nities.

7.3.1 Implementation of the Partition Function Approach

(PFA)

The canonical partition function Z of the duplex (equation 7.6) is calculated as the

sum of the statistical weights wk,l of all partially denatured microstates Sk,l of the

duplex. Indices k and l refer to the positions of the zipper forks as depicted in Fig.

7.7.

ZD =
N!1
!

k=0

N
!

l=k+1

wk,l =
N!1
!

k=0

N
!

l=k+1

e!G!

k,l/RT (7.6)

The statistical weight wk,l (equation 7.7) of the partially denatured state Sk,l is cal-

culated from the sum of nearest neighbor (NN) free energies "g"

i of the unzipped

duplex sections (equation 7.8).

wk,l = e!G!

k,l/RT (7.7)
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Fig. 3. Double-ended zipper model of the oligonucleotide duplex. (A) Unzip-

ping is initiated at the duplex ends only (! end-domain opening). Duplexes can

only stepwise, in a zipper-like fashion (nucleotide by nucleotide), partially denature

or hybridize.The energy level of the partially denatured hybridization state Sk,l (in

respect to the completely hybridized ground state) is determined by summation

over the NN free energies of the unzipped NN-pairs (from 1 to k and from l to N).

(B) Single base MMs (non-Watson-Crick base pairing) affect the stabilities of two

adjacent NN-pairs. (C) Base insertions and deletions result in bulged duplexes

with an unpaired base. The surplus base (depicted in a looped out conformation),

similar as a MM defect, results in significant duplex destabilization.

The partition function ZD of the duplex (equation 1) is the sum

of the statistical weights wk,l of all partially hybridized duplex states

Sk,l.

ZD =
N!1
X

k=0

N
X

l=k+1

wk,l =
N!1
X

k=0

N
X

l=k+1

e!G!
k,l/RT

[1]

The statistical weight

wk,l = e!G!
k,l/RT

[2 ]

of the partially denatured state Sk,l is calculated from the sum!G"
k,l

of NN free energies !g"
i of the unzipped duplex sections (equation

3). !G"
k,l can be considered as the free energy level of the partially

denatured state.

!G"
k,l =

k
X

i=1

!g"
i +

N
X

i=l+1

!g"
i [3]

!G"
0,l =

N
X

i=l+1

!g"
i !G"

k,N =
k

X

i=1

!g"
i

NN free energies of Watson-Crick NN-pairs are deduced from unified

NN parameters [16].

!g"
i = !h"

i ! T · !s"i [4 ]

Assuming that the probe and target strands chosen for this study have

no secondary structure and that each strand takes up half of the duplex

dissociation energy!G"
D , we can estimate the partition functions of

probes ZP and targets ZT as

ZP = ZT = e!G!
D/(2RT ) !G"

D =
N

X

i=1

!g"
i [5]

For simplicity duplex initiation free energies have beenneglected here.

Based on the duplex sequence we can now calculate the duplex bind-

ing constant

K =
ZD

ZP ZT
=

ZD

e!G!
D

/RT
. [6]

Consideration of Point Defects. Point defects are accounted for

with the corresponding defect NN parameters!g"
def at the defect site.

Ananalytical derivationof theDPI for homopolymer sequences shows

that the partition function (provided as a function of defect position

x - equation 7) is increased for defects located near the duplex ends.

For details, see the Supporting Text, which is published as supporting

information on the PNAS web site.

ZD(x) = ZDPM +

„

e
(N"x)!g!

RT + e
x!g!

RT

« „

e
!!g!

def
RT ! 1

«

[7 ]

This reflects that defects proximate to the duplex ends increase end-

domain opening. The number of thermally populated (partially dena-

tured) duplex states, and thus the partition function is increased.

The defects impact !!g"
def = !g"

def !!g" has been factored out,

revealing a general (defect-type independent) position dependence

that is largely governed by the distance between the defect at posi-

tion x from the duplex ends. The stability of the duplex NN pairs

!g" determines the slope dZD(x)/dx at the duplex ends. The defect
destabilization !!g"

def determines how far ZD is elevated in respect

to the perfect match partition function ZPM"1) and thus how far the
DPI propagates into the interior of the duplex. With equations 6 and

7 we obtain an expression for the DPI on the duplex binding constant

K(x).

K =

„

e
x!g!

RT + e
(N"x)!g!

RT

« „

e
!!g!

def
RT ! 1

«

+ 1

“

e
N!g!

RT

”

„

e
!!g!

def
RT

« [8]

Figure 4 illustrates equation 7 for two different duplex stabilities.
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Fig. 4. Positional influence of single base MM defects on the duplex stability

for two different NN pair free energies !g" at a temperature of 310 K. Curves a

to f correspond to defect destabilization values !!g"def of 0 to 5 kcal/mol (incre-

mentally increased by 1kcal/mol). Defect destabilization !!g"def is quoted per

affected NN pair. (A) !g" = -1.4 kcal/mol corresponds an average NN-pair free

energy; (B) !g"= -0.8 kcal/mol corresponds to a weakly bound sequence of A·T

and T·A base pairs.

While defects near the duplex ends result only in small reduction

of K (in respect to the PM stability) defects in the center result in larger

reduction as K then approaches the value of the two-state equilibrium

constant. NN-pair free energy increments !!g"
def37

for single base

MMs have been reported to be in the range of 1 to 3 kcal/mol per

NN-pair [16]. Employing these values in PFA, DPI propagation is

restricted to 3 or 6 NN-pairs, respectively.

Numerical Analysis of Duplex Stability - Comparison

with Experimental Results.Our experiments show a largely

monotonous decrease of hybridization signals over a range of typi-

cally 5-8 defect positions for 16mer probes (and up to 14 positions for

some 25mer sequence motifs) from the duplex ends towards the center

Footline Author PNAS Issue Date Volume Issue Number 3

Binding constant for a 
single mismatch homopolymer 

GC/AT average AT bonds only

a) - f) different mismatch energies 0-5 kcal/mol



Array Signal vs Probe Length (~∆G)



Error rate of about 10%/base & 
zipping dynamics: 

 observed Sips type isotherm



Zipping & 10% error/base

• Good agreement with experimental results

• ~1.5 kT energy penalty for the surface / bulk

• Can be mapped to Affymetrix array response and the 
PDNN (Position Dependent Next Neighbor) model  
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Fig. 12. Impact of two single base defects at varying positions. In the experiment we introduced single base deletions D1 and D2 at varying positions x and y. The
arrangement of corresponding probe sequences in the feature block is according to defect positions. For a 20mer probe sequence motif the probe set comprises 190

probes with two defects (in duplicate) and 20 single defect probes. (B) Since hybridization signals show defect type related variations (depending on the type of NN

pairs affected) we have averaged hybridization signals from 9 different probe sequence motifs. The largest hybridization affinity is observed if defects are both located

a the same end or at opposite ends. The destabilization is largest if defects are separated by 5-6 base positions. (C) The comparison between experimental result

(fluorescence micrograph of the hybridization signals) and duplex binding constant (logarithmic color scale) determined with the partition function approach (T=... K)

shows a good correlation between experimental and theoretical results.
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Loops



Loops: Experiment and Theory

Signal averaged over all loop positions (loop length)

Signal averaged over all loop lengths (loop position)

(Preliminary Results)



Results 

• Synthesis Defects 

... raise the "effective temperature" of DNA 
hybridization

... compress the dynamic range & 
reduce differences in melting temperatures 

... need to be taken into account for modelling



Results

• Equilibrium thermodynamics from bulk does 
work well for description

• There are (important) limitations to the 
array due to the physics of DNA



Differentially expressed genes: results from three 
commercial microarray platforms.

Tan PK, Downey TJ, Spitznagel EL Jr, Xu P, Fu D et al., 2003. 
Nucleic Acids Res. 31: 5676–5684



• Determine the amount of information 
possibly transmitted by an ideal array as a 
function of conditions 
(DNA is the limiting factor)

• See how close you can come with a real 
array...



Conclusion

• DNA microarray hybridization intensities can 
be predicted using parameters from bulk at 
thermal equilibrium (in the considered simple 
cases) 

• DNA microarray technology is limited by the 
physics of DNA hybridization (among others)

• Ongoing project: determine the physical limit 
and compare to real arrays               



Conclusion

• DNA hybridization in competition may give 
unexpected results
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Thank you for listening !


